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Ancient Greek warriors who lost the war and fled to the Underworld. With their pygmies form, they utilize the skills of their unearthly nature and beautiful wings to attack. Unshackled from the mortal bodies in which they were born,
these dark, legendary warriors have no weakness, and are an almost indestructible enemy! Customer Reviews "Kitaria Fables - Dark Mythical Wings is a great experience from start to finish and in my opinion you will love this
game. I can't say for sure but I will assume that you will love it because you will love the visuals, the gameplay, the story, the music and the humour. I know that I will love it and I hope you do too." - The-Pursuer "Good game, I

love it! It has some great features like the changing of Kitaria's outfit, style of battle, and the ability to use a catalyst to save all of her memories." - BoraktheHunter "An amazing game. Keep the fantastic artwork up and everyone
should get to know Kitaria." - NoxiousWizard "Great game, definitely buy this as a birthday present for yourself. Incredibly detailed, and an old style game where you just have to build up your character using items. Really worth

it." - WizardOfWizard "I loved this game. I would recommend anyone who has a iPad to buy this game. Not only did this game look great, but it was a good nostalgic game for me. In my opinion, the best looking game of the year."
- jman "The graphics on this game were fantastic, it had the best looking visuals in all of iOS gaming. I also loved the catalysis powers, which you could use to save people from certain death (imagine a game with permadeath).
This game was just too good to live, and I hope it gets ported to a system of higher resolution with a different art style that's less pixelated." - jman About Voxillion Voxillion is a leading video game publisher based out of Japan.

Founded in 2004, the company is best known for its turn-based role-playing game "Carmageddon" - one of the first games released on the Apple App Store - as well as for its Jetpack Joyride, Rocket City Rampage, The
Whispered World and a number of other
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Features Key:
The idea of the game: you are a chess player, and you want to get advantage of your opponent because of his mistakes.

Simple gameplay.
Easy instructions.

Powerful and colorful graphics that effectively involve your attention and imagination!
Easy interface.

A variety of color Chess-sets, with set also by the standard chess pieces as children play.

Certified Matrixes 100% Finnish input. Know what database?'? Windows version
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